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 3. Light & Dark Maiko Nakamura. 4. Single Married Maiko Nakamura. 5. Cool & Hungry Maiko Nakamura. 6. Two Hearts, One LoveMaiko Nakamura. 7. When Love Turns To HateMaiko Nakamura. 8. We Lost The WayMaiko Nakamura. 9. I Wish You'd Dance With MeMaiko Nakamura. 10. Intermission. 11. Let Go Of MeMaiko Nakamura. 12. Hold On...Dreaming Of YouMaiko Nakamura.
13. On A Snowy DayMaiko Nakamura. "... Why didn't you tell me? Not even you" | The Fault In Our Stars | "As I laid there awake, I wondered, 'Is this how he will turn out? Like that dude in the book? The one who was smart, but completely messed up? Who I don't know at all, because he's the only version of an author's version of himself I've ever read.'" Title: "Natalie Portman: How I Became A
Less Moral Person. I'm Just So Depressed By What I See Around Me" - 'The Fault In Our Stars' - Starring: Shailene Woodley, Ansel Elgort, "F-Word." [2016] "She was drinking it. She was drinking it out of a cup. All that time. She was drinking it out of a cup." | 'Room.' | "F-word." | "You must be the bastard I've heard so much about." | "You're the one, the one, who gets to bring my rose back to

life." | "You must be the bastard I've heard so much about." | "Everyone's here and everyone's accounted for." | "How was your workout?" | "She was drinking it. She was drinking it out of a cup. All that time. She was drinking it out of a cup." | "You were right about how much I love you. I love you so much it hurts." Title: 'Room.' | Starring: Brie Larson, Jacob Tremblay, "F-Word." [2016] "I was tired
of being told that. I was tired of how... so limited the ideas of what a woman could be." | "I'm not going to be what you want me to be. I'm not going to stop. I'm not going to find someone else to do it." 82157476af
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